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This series of lessons on the isolated central pawn is based mostly on material
from the book Isolani Strategy by Alexander Belyavsky, Oleg Stetsko, and
Adrian Mikhalchishin that can be found for example through Isolani book

In the first lesson, on May 2, we went over a few (just three) games that
illustrate some of the attacking themes available for white.

The typical pawn structure that we discussed is the one shown below in a
position from the game Botvinnik – Batuyev of 1930.

White’s d pawn is isolated in the sense that white has no pawns in the files
c and e that are adjacent to d. Therefore, if at some point of the game
white’s d pawn needs to be protected it has to be defended by pieces not
by pawns. In this sense this central pawn is potentially weak. On the other
hand, the pawn structure gives a space advantage to white that can be used
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to create attacks. White pieces may be for a while more effective and have
more flexibility than the corresponding black pieces.

� Observe for example the light-square bishops: White’s bishop can al-
most freely operate on the diagonals a2-g8 and c2-h7 going from one
diagonal to the other with ease. At the same time its counterpart
black bishop needs a few tempi to be relocated from c8 to a better
diagonal.

� Observe also the knights. White knight from f3 has a outpost on e5.
From it it touches the square f7 and other white squares that can
become object of attack. In many situations this knight is willing to
sacrifice himself for some attack.

� The semi-open file e can be used by white to attack the e6 square and
also provide ample space for the heavy pieces to move towards the
king side.

� Some times the pawn from d4 can be advanced to d5 to be exchanged
for the e6 pawn that way opening up the position. White would wish
to do that when it results in a material win due to some black pieces
being misplaced.

� Some times the d pawn just offers itself in sacrifice so that other pieces,
more likely the knight from f3, can join the attack quickly.

These are just a few features that can be analyzed through specific games.
In the first two lessons we will be biased toward white by showing how
successful the attacks can be. The last lectures will be dedicated to the
success of the defender.
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The first game illustrates the attack on the f7 square.

GAME 1

� Botvinnik, Mikhail Leningrad-ch – 1930
� Batuyev, A. Queen’s Gambit Declined – D40

1. d4 d5 2. c4 e6 3. Nc3 Nf6
4. Bg5 Be7 5. e3 0–0 6. Nf3
Nbd7 7. Bd3 d×c4

rZbl0skZ
oponapop
0Z0Zpm0Z
Z0Z0Z0A0
0ZpO0Z0Z
Z0MBONZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQJ0ZR

8. B×c4 c5 9. 0–0 c×d4 10. e×d4

rZbl0skZ
opZnapop
0Z0Zpm0Z
Z0Z0Z0A0
0ZBO0Z0Z
Z0M0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQZRJ0

The isolated d pawn has being cre-
ated. It is not anyone’s mistake,
both players were willing to accept
the challenge.

10. . . Nb6 11. Bb3 Nbd5
12. Ne5

rZbl0skZ
opZ0apop
0Z0Zpm0Z
Z0ZnM0A0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBM0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQZRJ0

The black knight went to d5 to
block the d pawn and the white
knight went to e5. Next black pro-
poses to exchange the dark square
bishops. In general it is convenient
for the defending side to exchange
pieces.

12. . . Nd7 13. B×e7 N×e7
14. Qe2

rZbl0skZ
opZnmpop
0Z0ZpZ0Z
Z0Z0M0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBM0Z0Z0
PO0ZQOPO
S0Z0ZRJ0
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14. . . Nf6 15. Rfd1 b6 16. Rac1
Bb7 17. f3

rZ0l0skZ
obZ0mpop
0o0Zpm0Z
Z0Z0M0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBM0ZPZ0
PO0ZQZPO
Z0SRZ0J0

The pawn on f3 would help white
move the knight through e4. If it
gets exchanged there then the white
would recapture with the pawn from
f3 at the same time opening the f file
for the rook. At the same time f3 is
a waiting move.

17. . . Rc8

0Zrl0skZ
obZ0mpop
0o0Zpm0Z
Z0Z0M0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBM0ZPZ0
PO0ZQZPO
Z0SRZ0J0

White was waiting for this rook
to appear on c8. Now the pieces
are ready for the sacrifice on f7.
18. N×f7 R×f7 19. Q×e6 Qf8
20. Ne4 R×c1

0Z0Z0lkZ
obZ0mrop
0o0ZQm0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0Z0ONZ0Z
ZBZ0ZPZ0
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0sRZ0J0

The result of the knight sacrifice is
a strong pin along the a2 - g8 diag-
onal. Black wishes he could inter-
pose a piece, say the bishop on the
a2 - g8 diagonal to release the pres-
sure but because of the rook on c8
he must give away the c file to the
white rook.

21. R×c1 Nfd5

0Z0Z0lkZ
obZ0mrop
0o0ZQZ0Z
Z0ZnZ0Z0
0Z0ONZ0Z
ZBZ0ZPZ0
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0S0Z0J0

Of the three pieces, the bishop and
the two knights, only the knight
from f can be interposed on d5
without immediately loosing mate-
rial because white could take on f6
with the knight and then on d5 with
the bishop.

22. Nd6
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0Z0Z0lkZ
obZ0mrop
0o0MQZ0Z
Z0ZnZ0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBZ0ZPZ0
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0S0Z0J0

Now the knight sneaks in through
d6 attacking f7 and b7 at the same
time.

22. . . Ba8 23. Re1 g6 24. N×f7
Q×f7 25. Q×e7

bZ0Z0ZkZ
o0Z0LqZp
0o0Z0ZpZ
Z0ZnZ0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBZ0ZPZ0
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0Z0S0J0

1-0

*****
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GAME 2

The second game shows how white can open (if circumstances allow) the
f-file to add the rook to the attack. It also shows that white queen can
go to the king side to exert pressure on e6 from h3 (and at the same time
supporting other attacking efforts, for example on h7).

� Botvinnik, Mikhail Nottingham – 1936
� Vidmar, Milan Sr Queen’s Gambit Declined – D40

1. c4 e6 2. Nf3 d5 3. d4 Nf6
4. Bg5 Be7 5. Nc3 0–0 6. e3
Nbd7 7. Bd3 c5 8. 0–0 8. . . c×d4
9. e×d4 d×c4 10. B×c4 Nb6
11. Bb3 Bd7

rZ0l0skZ
opZbapop
0m0Zpm0Z
Z0Z0Z0A0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBM0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQZRJ0

Instead of developing the bishop via
b7, black in this game is bring-
ing the bishop to c6 via d7. Ob-
serve that white is not willing to
exchange his knight from e5 for the
bishop. Instead, white mobilizes the
queen to the king side and bring
the a-rook to the d file. With the
move Qd3 white also threatens to
play Bc2 with the hope of provoking
weaknesses in the pawn structure of
black nearby his king. Black brings

the knight from b6 to d5 to counter
Bc2 with Nb4.

12. Qd3 Nbd5 13. Ne5 Bc6
14. Rad1

rZ0l0skZ
opZ0apop
0ZbZpm0Z
Z0ZnM0A0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBMQZ0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
Z0ZRZRJ0

The knight on e5 is stronger than
the bishop on c6.

14. . . Nb4 15. Qh3 Bd5
16. N×d5 Nb×d5

rZ0l0skZ
opZ0apop
0Z0Zpm0Z
Z0ZnM0A0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBZ0Z0ZQ
PO0Z0OPO
Z0ZRZRJ0
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Black has neutralized the threat
Bc2 and is ready to start activating
the rook on the c-file. The prob-
lem is that now the bishop from b3
will have no opponent. Therefore,
white launches the f pawn with the
twofold purpose of weakening the e6
square and opening the f file for the
rook.

17. f4 Rc8 18. f5 e×f5 19. R×f5
Qd6 20. N×f7

0ZrZ0skZ
opZ0aNop
0Z0l0m0Z
Z0ZnZRA0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBZ0Z0ZQ
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0ZRZ0J0

The position matured for this sacri-
fice. As pointed out by several play-
ers in the audience after this white
has a few ways of winning.

20. . . R×f7 21. B×f6 B×f6
22. R×d5 Qc6 23. Rd6 Qe8
24. Rd7

0ZrZqZkZ
opZRZrop
0Z0Z0a0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
ZBZ0Z0ZQ
PO0Z0ZPO
Z0ZRZ0J0

1-0

*****
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The third game is a classical example of attack conducted by the first world
chess champion William Steinitz. It illustrates how the d pawn can be
sacrificed in order to speed up the attack. The finale of the game is of
fantasy.

GAME 3

� Steinitz, William Hastings – 1895
� Von Bardeleben, Curt Giuoco Piano – C54

1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bc4 Bc5
4. c3 Nf6 5. d4 e×d4 6. c×d4
Bb4+ 7. Nc3 d5

rZblkZ0s
opo0Zpop
0ZnZ0m0Z
Z0ZpZ0Z0
0aBOPZ0Z
Z0M0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0AQJ0ZR

8. e×d5 N×d5 9. 0–0 Be6
10. Bg5 Be7

rZ0lkZ0s
opo0apop
0ZnZbZ0Z
Z0ZnZ0A0
0ZBO0Z0Z
Z0M0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQZRJ0

Black is behind in development and
his king will have trouble castling.

11. B×d5 B×d5 12. N×d5 Q×d5
13. B×e7 N×e7

rZ0ZkZ0s
opo0mpop
0Z0Z0Z0Z
Z0ZqZ0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
Z0Z0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQZRJ0

Now white will pin the knight on e7
to prevent black from castling im-
mediately.

14. Re1 f6 15. Qe2 Qd7
16. Rac1 c6

rZ0ZkZ0s
opZqm0op
0ZpZ0o0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
Z0Z0ZNZ0
PO0ZQOPO
Z0S0S0J0

This moves apparently secures the
blockade of the d pawn. However,
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17. d5 c×d5 18. Nd4 Kf7
19. Ne6 Rhc8 20. Qg4 g6

rZrZ0Z0Z
opZqmkZp
0Z0ZNopZ
Z0ZpZ0Z0
0Z0Z0ZQZ
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
Z0S0S0J0

White has been making the
strongest most aggressive moves.
But black is threatening to simplify
the game. If all the pieces get ex-
changed then black would win with
the extra pawn. How can white
continue attacking and not allowing
the simplifications?

21. Ng5+ Ke8 22. R×e7+

rZrZkZ0Z
opZqS0Zp
0Z0Z0opZ
Z0ZpZ0M0
0Z0Z0ZQZ
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
Z0S0Z0J0

First surprising move. Black can’t
capture the rook because of Rxc8.
22. . . Kf8

rZrZ0j0Z
opZqS0Zp
0Z0Z0opZ
Z0ZpZ0M0
0Z0Z0ZQZ
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
Z0S0Z0J0

Ok, but white cannot capture the
queen on d7 either because of the
back rank mate with Rxc1.

23. Rf7+ Kg8 24. Rg7+ Kh8
25. R×h7+

rZrZ0Z0j
opZqZ0ZR
0Z0Z0opZ
Z0ZpZ0M0
0Z0Z0ZQZ
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
Z0S0Z0J0

At no point was black able to cap-
ture the rook on the seventh rank
without big material losses. After
Kg8, Rg7+, Kh8, the white queen
would penetrate though the h file
forcing a mate. You can try to find
the sequence of moves. That is a
good example of the strength of col-
laboration between a queen and a
knight in the attack. 1-0

*****
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Less0n 2

Exchanging the isolated pawn to open up the position

The second lesson on May 9 was a 45 - minute lesson on how the side with
the isolated pawn may take advantage of opening the position by advancing
the isolated pawn. We went over three games more or less quickly.

The first game is another example of how the isolated pawn can be sacrificed
in order to create a strong attack to the king. It is similar to the game
Steinitz - Von Bardeleben from last time. Black has tried to blocked the
pawn on d5 as quick as possible but by doing so has left the king in the
center and that is what begs for the pawn sacrifice.

GAME 4

� Spassky Leningrad 1949
� Avtonomov – D28

1. d4 d5 2. c4 d×c4 3. Nf3
Nf6 4. e3 c5 5. B×c4 e6 6. 0–0
a6 7. Qe2 b5 8. Bb3 8. . . Nc6
9. Nc3 c×d4 10. Rd1 Bb7
11. e×d4 Nb4

rZ0lka0s
ZbZ0Zpop
pZ0Zpm0Z
ZpZ0Z0Z0
0m0O0Z0Z
ZBM0ZNZ0
PO0ZQOPO
S0ARZ0J0

So far black has concentrated in
blocking the pawn. It appears as if
the square d5 is sufficiently guarded.
If you count the black pieces de-

fending that square you see that
they outnumber the white pieces
that would support the pawn on d5
by two! However, there are or will
be a series of pins: the e6 pawn
is pinned due to the white queen
and black king on the e-file, the
knight on f6 can be quickly pinned
by the bishop on g5, and whatever
piece would capture on d5 would
have been pinned because the black
queen and the white rook are on the
same file.

12. d5
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White goes for the pawn push and
must act energetically.

12. . . Nb×d5 13. Bg5 Be7
14. B×f6 g×f6

rZ0lkZ0s
ZbZ0apZp
pZ0Zpo0Z
ZpZnZ0Z0
0Z0Z0Z0Z
ZBM0ZNZ0
PO0ZQOPO
S0ZRZ0J0

The bishop on f6 could not be cap-
tured by the bishop because that
would drop a piece on d5. As a re-
sult black’s pawn structure on the
king side gets damaged which ex-
poses the king.

15. N×d5 B×d5 16. B×d5 e×d5
17. Nd4 Kf8 18. Nf5

rZ0l0j0s
Z0Z0apZp
pZ0Z0o0Z
ZpZpZNZ0
0Z0Z0Z0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0ZQOPO
S0ZRZ0J0

The trade for the d pawn is that
blacks king is exposed and that
white has brought the knight to a
very strong position close to the
black king.

18. . . h5 19. R×d5 Q×d5
20. Q×e7+ Kg8 21. Q×f6

rZ0Z0Zks
Z0Z0ZpZ0
pZ0Z0L0Z
ZpZqZNZp
0Z0Z0Z0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
PO0Z0OPO
S0Z0Z0J0

There are two strong threats that
black cannot meet at the same time:
the mate on g7 and a fork on e7.

1-0

*****
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The next game is from the second match Kasparov – Karpov for the world
championship in 1985. In this game the isolated pawn is not sacrificed but
just exchanged by the e pawn opening up the position at a precise moment
when the white pieces are better placed. Nonetheless the game should not
have ended in a direct attack because black does not have major weaknesses
or pieces particularly badly placed. This game is an example of how the
side that has an easier game (has more choices of moves) can benefit from
a subtle mistake of the opponent. The game is thoroughly analyzed by
Kasparov in his book(s) on the Karpov – Kasparov matches.

GAME 5

� Kasparov, Garry World Championship Match (1985) Game 11
� Karpov, Anatoly Nimzo-Indian – E21

1. d4 Nf6 2. c4 e6 3. Nc3 Bb4
4. Nf3 0–0 5. Bg5 c5 6. e3 c×d4
7. e×d4 h6 8. Bh4

rmbl0skZ
opZpZpo0
0Z0Zpm0o
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0aPO0Z0A
Z0M0ZNZ0
PO0Z0OPO
S0ZQJBZR

8. . . d5 9. Rc1 d×c4 10. B×c4
Nc6 11. 0–0 Be7

This exact position had been ob-
tained in the ninth game of the
match for the world championship
between Viktor Kortschnoj and
Anatoly Karpov in 1981 but with
the difference that then it was
black’s move whereas now it is
white’s move.

12. Re1 b6 13. a3
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rZbl0skZ
o0Z0apo0
0onZpm0o
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0ZBO0Z0A
O0M0ZNZ0
0O0Z0OPO
Z0SQS0J0

According to Kasparov, it is too
early to push d5.

13. . . Bb7 14. Bg3

rZ0l0skZ
obZ0apo0
0onZpm0o
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0ZBO0Z0Z
O0M0ZNA0
0O0Z0OPO
Z0SQS0J0

The last move is to have the bishop
out of reach of black’s bishop in case
d5 is pushed and black plays Nxd5.
Black would be happy to exchange
the dark square bishops.

14. . . Rc8 15. Ba2 Bd6 16. d5

0Zrl0skZ
obZ0Zpo0
0onapm0o
Z0ZPZ0Z0
0Z0Z0Z0Z
O0M0ZNA0
BO0Z0OPO
Z0SQS0J0

Black is proposing the exchange
of dark square bishops. Kasparov

points out that if white moves the
bishop back to h4 then black can
play g5. A move such like that
weakening the king’s position has to
be done with much care specially
because white could play Nxg5,
hxg5, Bxg5 with a pin. However
black has resources to defend.

16. . . N×d5 17. N×d5 B×g3
18. h×g3 e×d5 19. B×d5 Qf6
20. Qa4 Rfd8

0Zrs0ZkZ
obZ0Zpo0
0onZ0l0o
Z0ZBZ0Z0
QZ0Z0Z0Z
O0Z0ZNO0
0O0Z0OPZ
Z0S0S0J0

The position is more or less equal
but white’s move are easier to make.

21. Rcd1 Rd7

0ZrZ0ZkZ
obZrZpo0
0onZ0l0o
Z0ZBZ0Z0
QZ0Z0Z0Z
O0Z0ZNO0
0O0Z0OPZ
Z0ZRS0J0

This way Karpov starts misplacing
the rooks. However, it is not so ob-
vious to see what is wrong with it.

22. Qg4 Rcd8
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0Z0s0ZkZ
obZrZpo0
0onZ0l0o
Z0ZBZ0Z0
0Z0Z0ZQZ
O0Z0ZNO0
0O0Z0OPZ
Z0ZRS0J0

Now, this is the definite mistake.
Jack pointed out that white could
play now Re8+ followed by Rxe8,
Qxd7. This is interesting but not
enough to get advantage because
black can play Re7. (Someone I
don’t remember who) found the cor-
rect continuation with the same two
starting moves but in different or-
der.

23. Q×d7 R×d7 24. Re8+ Kh7
25. Be4+

0Z0ZRZ0Z
obZrZpok
0onZ0l0o
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0Z0ZBZ0Z
O0Z0ZNO0
0O0Z0OPZ
Z0ZRZ0J0

Karpov resigned because after
25...g6 26. Rxd7 black cannot de-
fend the bishop without loosing the
knight. If Ba6 then Bxc6 and black
can’t recapture on c6 because of a
mate with Rxf7.

1-0

*****
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GAME 6

The final game is between the ninth world champion Tigran Petrosian and
Yuri Balashov. Yuri Blalashov was one of the top grandmasters in the world
at the time of this game. Petrosian was known for his solid positional way
of playing but as the next game shows he was an excellent tactician as well.

� Petrosian, Tigran Moscow 1974
� Balashov Nimzo-Indian – E57

1. c4 Nf6 2. Nc3 e6 3. d4 Bb4
4. e3 c5 5. Bd3 d5 6. Nf3 0–0
7. 0–0 d×c4 8. B×c4 8. . . Nc6
9. Bd3 c×d4 10. e×d4 Be7
11. Re1 b6 12. a3 Bb7 13. Bc2
Rc8 14. Qd3

0Zrl0skZ
obZ0apop
0onZpm0Z
Z0Z0Z0Z0
0Z0O0Z0Z
O0MQZNZ0
0OBZ0OPO
S0A0S0J0

White is pointing at the h7 square.
It is of course well defended by the
knight on f6. But this knight will
be attacked by the bishop on g5.
Since black cannot perturb white’s
position of bishop and queen along
the b1-h7 diagonal then eventually
black would be forced to play g6,
but when? It turns out that it
should have been now.

14. . . Re8 15. d5

0ZrlrZkZ
obZ0apop
0onZpm0Z
Z0ZPZ0Z0
0Z0Z0Z0Z
O0MQZNZ0
0OBZ0OPO
S0A0S0J0

The break on d5 come just in time.

15. . . e×d5 16. Bg5

Now black cannot play g6. The
combination that refutes that move
was found by Danny Hoffman (if I
recalled correctly): 16... g6 is met
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by 17. Rxe7 and if 17...Qxe7 then
18. Nxd5 winning a piece. In this
variation it is clear what was the
role of the break through 15. d5.

16. . . Ne4 17. N×e4 d×e4
18. Q×e4 g6 19. Qh4 Qc7
20. Bb3 h5 21. Qe4 Kg7

0ZrZrZ0Z
obl0apj0
0onZ0ZpZ
Z0Z0Z0Ap
0Z0ZQZ0Z
OBZ0ZNZ0
0O0Z0OPO
S0Z0S0J0

Now a familiar sacrifice

22. B×f7 K×f7

The next move is a very fine attack-
ing move even though it appears to
be a quite move. White knows that
the diagonal a2 - g8 has no defend-
ers and he skips a move before us-
ing it. So white uses that tempo
to make sure that the black king
is pulled towards the center of the
board after a check on the a2 - g8
diagonal.

23. Bh6 Qd6 24. Qc4+ Kf6
25. Rad1 Nd4 26. Q×d4+ Q×d4
27. R×d4

0ZrZrZ0Z
obZ0a0Z0
0o0Z0jpA
Z0Z0Z0Zp
0Z0S0Z0Z
O0Z0ZNZ0
0O0Z0OPO
Z0Z0S0J0

Black resigned because he cannot
meet the Rf4 mate threat without
considerable material loss.

1-0

*****
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Lesson 3

Successful Blockade of the Isolated Pawn

Lesson was a short 40-minute lesson on how the blockade of the isolated pawn
can be exploited. We went over the game Kortschnoj - Karpov mentioned
above. There are several stages in the game: First the fight to block the
isolated pawn, second the maneuvers around the isolated pawn that eventu-
ally force a weakening of the King position and finally the penetration with
heavy pieces to attack the king.

GAME 7

� Kortschnoj, Viktor World Championship Match, Merano 1981
� Karpov, Anatoly Queen’s Gambit Declined – D53

1. c4 e6 2. Nc3 d5 3. d4 Be7
4. Nf3 Nf6 5. Bg5 h6 6. Bh4 0–0
7. Rc1 d×c4 8. e3 8. . . c5 9. B×c4
c×d4 10. e×d4 Nc6 11. 0–0

This position was reached in the
game Kasparov - Karpov with
white’s turn to move. Here black
is able to exchange the dark square
bishops.

11. . . Nh5 12. B×e7 N×e7
13. Bb3 Nf6 14. Ne5 Bd7
15. Qe2 Rc8 16. Ne4 N×e4
17. Q×e4 Bc6 18. N×c6 R×c6

If white captures Rxc6 then black
takes with the pawn. Both sides
would have isolated pawns but the
one on c6 is easier to defend than
the one on d4.
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19. Rc3 Qd6 20. g3 Rd8 21. Rd1
Rb6

Black prepares to triple the heavy
pieces along the d - file.

22. Qe1 Qd7 23. Rcd3 Rd6

It is not easy for black to win the d4
pawn but for now he has the heavy
white pieces tied to its defense.

24. Qe4 Qc6 25. Qf4 Nd5
26. Qd2 Qb6 27. B×d5 R×d5

White decides to exchange the
bishop for the knight. The threat
was Nb4 that would have won the
d4 pawn. Perhaps it was better to
play a3 and keep the bishop.

Now, with the rook on d5 block-
ing the pawn, black can triple again
along the d file. Then the threat
of attacking the d pawn with the
e pawn will force white to play f4
which weakens king’s position.

28. Rb3 Qc6 29. Qc3 Qd7
30. f4 b6 31. Rb4 b5 32. a4
b×a4 33. Qa3 a5 34. R×a4 Qb5
35. Rd2 e5

White has been trying to get
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counter play along the c file and
when that was stopped by 31. ... b5
then to exchange the pawns of the
queen side. As a result the white
pieces are not coordinated for the
moment and black opens up the po-
sition with e5. Black will end up
penetrating with a rook on the sec-
ond rank and this will be fatal for
white who has the king so open.

36. f×e5 R×e5 37. Qa1 Qe8
38. d×e5 R×d2 39. R×a5 Qc6
40. Ra8+ Kh7 41. Qb1+ g6
42. Qf1 Qc5+ 43. Kh1 Qd5+

White cannot avoid a mate or a loss
of the rook or the queen.

0-1

*****
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Preview of Lesson 4

Isolated Central Pawn in the Recent Grand Prix Tournament

This lesson is the last of the short series on the isolated central pawn. We
will discuss two or three games (or maybe just one) from the recent second
tournament of the Grand Prix 2017 that finished in Moscow on May 21 with
the victory of Ding Liren.

GAME 8

� Harikrishna, Pentala (2750) Moscow Grand Prix 2017
� Adams, Michael (2747) Queen’s Gambit Declined – D35

1. d4 Nf6 2. c4 e6 3. Nc3 d5
4. c×d5 e×d5 5. Bg5 c6 6. e3 h6
7. Bh4 Be7 8. Bd3 8. . . Nbd7
9. f3 0–0 10. Nge2

10. . . b5 11. 0–0 Nb6 12. Bf2 a5
13. Ng3 b4 14. Nce2 c5 15. d×c5
B×c5

16. Rc1 Nbd7 17. Nd4 Qb6
18. Re1 Re8 19. Bb1 a4 20. Qc2
Ra5 21. Nge2 21. . . Nf8 22. Nf4
Bd7 23. Nd3 Bd6 24. Bg3

0Z0ZrmkZ
Z0ZbZpo0
0l0a0m0o
s0ZpZ0Z0
po0M0Z0Z
Z0ZNOPA0
POQZ0ZPO
ZBS0S0J0
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24. . . B×g3 25. h×g3 Rc8
26. Qd2 Rb8 27. g4 Ne6 28. Ne5
Rc5 29. N×e6

29. . . R×c1 30. R×c1 Q×e6
31. Qd4 Qd6 32. Nd3 Ne8

33. Rc5 Rb5 34. R×b5 B×b5
35. Q×b4 Qa6 36. Nc5 Qc6
37. Bf5 Nf6 38. b3 a×b3
39. N×b3 g6 40. Bb1 40. . . Nd7
41. Kf2 Bc4 42. Na5 Qc7
43. N×c4 d×c4

44. a4 Nb6 45. Bc2 Nd5
46. Qd2 Qc6 47. Be4 c3

48. Qd1 Qb7 49. Kg1 c2
50. Q×c2 Qb4 51. Qb1

21



1-0
*****
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GAME 9

� Adams, Michael (2747) Moscow Grand Prix 2017
� Inarkiev, Ernesto (2727) Closed Ruy Lopez – C84

1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 a6
4. Ba4 Nf6 5. 0–0 Be7 6. d3
b5 7. Bb3 d6 8. a3 8. . . 0–0
9. Nc3 Nb8 10. a4 b4 11. Nd5
N×d5 12. B×d5 c6 13. Bb3 Nd7
14. Be3 Bb7 15. a5 d5 16. d4
d×e4 17. N×e5 Nf6 18. Qe2 Qc7
19. Bf4 Bd6 20. Bg3 c5 21. c3
Rac8 22. Rfd1 g6 23. Qe3 c×d4
24. c×d4

24. . . Nd5 25. Qh6 Qe7 26. Re1

26. . . f5 27. f3 B×e5

28. B×e5 e×f3 29. g×f3 Rfe8
30. Rac1 Qf8

31. Qg5 Qf7 32. Kf2 h5 33. Bd6
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33. . . R×e1 34. R×e1 Re8 35. Rc1

35. . . Re6 36. B×d5 B×d5
37. Rc8+ Re8 38. Rc7 Qe6
39. Be5

39. . . Rc8 40. Rg7+ Kf8 41. Qh6
Rc2+ 42. Kg1

1-0

*****
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GAME 10

� Radjabov, Teimour (2710) Moscow Grand Prix 2017
� Liren, Ding (2773) Queen’s Gambit Declined – D30

1. d4 d5 2. c4 c6 3. Nf3 Nf6
4. e3 e6 5. Bd3 Nbd7 6. b3
Bd6 7. Bb2 0–0 8. Nbd2 8. . . b6
9. 0–0 Bb7 10. Qe2 c5 11. Rad1
Ne4 12. c×d5 e×d5 13. Ba6 B×a6
14. Q×a6 Re8 15. d×c5

15. . . Nd×c5 16. Qe2 Rc8
17. Rc1 Bf8 18. Rfd1 Qe7
19. Nb1 Qb7 20. Nc3 Red8

21. Rc2 a6 22. h3 b5 23. Rdc1
Ne6 24. Qd3 Rc5 25. Ne2 Rdc8
26. Nfd4 R×c2

27. R×c2 N4c5 28. Qd1 N×d4
29. B×d4 Ne6 30. Rd2

30. . . a5 31. Bb2 Rc5 32. Nd4
N×d4

33. B×d4 Rc6 34. Bb2 Rc5
35. Bd4 Rc6 36. Bb2 Rc5 37. a3
Qc6

38. Kh2 h6 39. g3 b4 40. a4
Be7 41. Bd4 Rc1 42. Qg4 Bf6
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43. B×f6 Q×f6 44. Kg2 Rc5
45. Qf3

1/2-1/2

*****
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